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Objectives: A majority of women and families wish that their babies be breastfed. However, too many still receive insufficient or inappropriate initial care from health professionals (HPs) who have limited breastfeeding (BF) competencies. We investigated barriers and potential solutions to improve the undergraduate training programs for various HPs.

Methods: Focus groups were carried out in three universities in Quebec and one in Ontario (Canada), with 30 faculty and program directors from medicine, midwifery, nursing, nutrition, and pharmacy. Discussions were subjected to thematic content analysis, before being validated in a strategic planning workshop with 48 participants from the same disciplines, plus dentistry and chiropractic.

Findings: Substantive improvements of undergraduate training programs for BF could be obtained by addressing challenges related to the insufficient, or lack of, (i) interactions among various HPs, (ii) opportunities for practical learning, (iii) specific standards to guide course content, (iv) real-life experience with counselling, and (v) understanding of the influence of attitudes on professional practice. Several potential solutions were proposed and validated. The re-interpretation of the results in light of various literature led to an emerging framework that takes a systems perspective for enhancing the education of HPs on BF.

Conclusions: To improve the education of HPs so as to enable them to provide relevant support for future mothers, mothers and their families, solutions need to be carried out to address challenges in the health system, the education system as well as regarding the curricular change process.
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Abstract

Objectives: A majority of women and families wish that their babies be breastfed. However, too many still receive insufficient or inappropriate initial care from health professionals (HPs) who have limited breastfeeding (BF) competencies. We investigated barriers and potential solutions to improve the undergraduate training programs for various HPs.

Methods: Focus groups were carried out in three universities in Quebec and one in Ontario (Canada), with 30 faculty and program directors from medicine, midwifery, nursing, nutrition, and pharmacy. Discussions were subjected to thematic content analysis, before being validated in a strategic planning workshop with 48 participants from the same disciplines, plus dentistry and chiropractic.

Findings: Substantive improvements of undergraduate training programs for BF could be obtained by addressing challenges related to the insufficient, or lack of, (i) interactions among various HPs, (ii) opportunities for practical learning, (iii) specific standards to guide course content, (iv) real-life experience with counselling, and (v) understanding of the influence of attitudes on professional practice. Several potential solutions were proposed and validated. The re-interpretation of the results in light of various literature led to an emerging framework that takes a systems perspective for enhancing the education of HPs on BF.

Conclusions: To improve the education of HPs so as to enable them to provide relevant support for future mothers, mothers and their families, solutions need to be carried out to address challenges in the health system, the education system as well as regarding the curricular change process.

Résumé

Objectifs : La majorité des femmes et des familles souhaitent que leur bébé soit allaité. Toutefois, plusieurs ne reçoivent pas un soutien adéquat de la part de professionnels de la santé (PS) qui ont des compétences limitées en allaitement. Nous avons étudié les barrières et les solutions potentielles en vue de rehausser la formation initiale de divers PS.

Méthodes : Des groupes de discussion ont été organisés dans trois universités du Québec et une en Ontario (Canada) avec 30 directeurs de programmes et membres du corps professoral en médecine, pratique sage-femme, sciences infirmières, nutrition et pharmacie. Les discussions ont fait l’objet d’une analyse de contenu thématique laquelle fut ensuite validée dans un atelier de planification stratégique avec 48 participants des mêmes disciplines auxquelles se sont ajoutées dentisterie et chiropratique.

Résultats : Des améliorations substantielles des compétences en allaitement dans les programmes de formation initiale pourraient être obtenues en travaillant sur les défis associés à l’insuffisance, ou à l’absence de, (i) interactions entre les divers PS, (ii) opportunités d’apprentissages pratiques, (iii) normes spécifiques pour guider les contenus de cours, (iv) expériences réelles avec le counseling, et (v) compréhension de l’influence des attitudes sur la pratique professionnelle. La ré-lecture des résultats à la lumière de la littérature a fait émerger un cadre conceptuel avec une perspective systémique pour guider le rehaussement de la formation en allaitement des divers PS.

Conclusions : Afin d’améliorer la formation des PS pour qu’ils/elles puissent fournir un soutien pertinent aux futures mères, aux mères et à leurs familles, des solutions visant à la fois les défis dans le système de santé, dans le système d’Éducation et dans le processus de changement curriculaire doivent être mises en œuvre.
Introduction

There is strong epidemiological and biological evidence for the numerous benefits of breastfeeding (BF) for children, mothers, and society. However, globally, BF practice is still far from optimal. Many women stop BF, or stop BF exclusively, earlier than planned, often while still in maternity facilities. A large proportion of the problems they encounter could be prevented or easily addressed with appropriate support and information, especially during the first few days after birth. However, most health professionals (HPs) are not adequately prepared to provide BF women with relevant support. Indeed, it is increasingly recognized that the BF content in the curricula of various health professions is either insufficient, inadequate or both, translating into inadequate BF knowledge, attitudes and skills, and contributing to poor BF care. Hence the frequent calls for, and efforts towards, improved basic training of HPs which has been shown to improve the quality of care mothers receive.

During the perinatal period, women experience numerous contacts with various HPs. Both HPs and mothers frequently refer to the BF difficulties associated with the discontinuity of care found along the continuum of services. This is in part related to HPs' limited BF education but also to the lack of understanding of their own role as well as that of their colleagues. This discontinuity of care increases the risk of delivering heterogeneous messages to expecting mothers and families with BF. More specifically, we wanted to identify and clarify their perception as to: i) challenges related to BF education and barriers to changes needed in curricula; ii) enabling factors and potential solutions. Of note, the literature around the need to improve undergraduate curricula is itself largely founded on the needs of BF mothers. Hence our study builds on this and targets educators rather than mothers.

Box 1: Broader context

This study was part of a broader initiative generated by the Committee on Training of the Quebec Breastfeeding Movement (known in French as “Mouvement allaitement du Québec”). Created in 2009, the Quebec Breastfeeding Movement is an independent network of individuals and organizations working towards improving BF environments. The ultimate goal of the Committee on Training was to improve and harmonize the training of HPs with regards to BF. The Committee on Training carried out a number of activities including (i) an electronic survey documenting the BF content of most training programs for HPs in Quebec (2011-2013) and the need for change; (ii) communications and networking activities engaging various stakeholders in the process (from 2014).

Methods

Study design

This study used an action research approach as part of a broader initiative that seeks to understand and influence educational institutions and programs to improve undergraduate training for BF. It was carried out in two phases: focus groups, and the validation and enrichment of their findings in a strategic planning workshop. The research protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Centre de santé et de services sociaux – Institut universitaire de gériatrie de Sherbrooke linked to Université de Sherbrooke.
Phase 1: focus groups

**Population and sampling:** In the spring of 2016, we carried out focus groups in three universities in the province of Quebec (Montreal, Laval, and Sherbrooke) and one in Ontario (Ottawa). We first presented the study by e-mail to professors/educators and program directors from six health disciplines* (dentistry, medicine, midwifery, nursing, nutrition, and pharmacy) through a list created in the process of our earlier survey which had documented the BF content of these same training programs. Within each institution, we used purposeful and snowball sampling methods to select participants. Given the limited number of responses from certain professions, we made some personal contacts to improve representation. To attempt to include the perspectives of students, we invited participants to submit the names of a few interested students. To broaden viewpoints, we also invited professionals involved at different strategic points linked to the education and health systems (i.e. clinicians and internship coordinators). Each participant signed a written informed consent before participating.

**Data collection:** All focus groups were facilitated in French by one person in the province of Quebec (IML), and in both English and French, by another person in Ontario (BFB). The interview guide is presented in Appendix A. A note taker (MG) captured the discussion while it was being audio-recorded. Each focus group lasted between 65 and 90 minutes.

**Data analysis:** Initially, two researchers (MG and IML) coded individually with cross-checking (double coding) and ongoing discussion on the codebook. Once many categories had been developed iteratively in an inductive manner, coding proceeded individually (MG) with Nvivo and discussion took place with the research team whenever needed. Templates were developed around each emerging theme, synthesizing related challenges and potential solutions. The findings exposed in these templates were later subjected to validation with the participants in the strategic workshop.

Phase 2: Strategic planning workshop

**Participants:** We organized a provincial workshop funded by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research and the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services to (i) reflect together on the BF education of future HPs; (ii) better understand the challenges that participants face to enhance BF education of future HPs; and (iii) develop a strategic action plan to improve BF education in the province. The 48 participants were mainly educators, program directors and students from seven health disciplines from six Quebec universities and one pre-university college (CÉGEP), along with representatives from four professional regulatory bodies, guests from the network of health and social services, and from two universities from other provinces (Ontario and New Brunswick), in addition to the members of the Committee on Training of the Quebec Breastfeeding Movement and two of its administrators.

**Data validation:** The findings from the focus groups were discussed with the workshop participants. Gathered in six working groups, they used the templates created in Phase 1 to further discuss challenges, explore new potential solutions, and complement the information. Each group presented their results in the ensuing plenary session. A workshop report was prepared by the research team and reviewed by a representative from each of the workshop’s working groups before it was finalized and distributed to all participants.

**Results**

**Participants**

Table 1 describes the 30 focus group participants (29 women) and the 48 workshop participants (44 women). Altogether, five and seven health disciplines were represented in the focus groups and the workshop, respectively.

**Main challenges related to BF education and curricular changes**

Five themes emerged regarding the main challenges of BF education. The most discussed challenges were related to the insufficient interactions among various HPs (interprofessionalism), and to the lack of practical training. Several challenges were also identified regarding course content, counselling, and attitudes.

---

*The overall initiative seeks to also influence chiropractic; we therefore sometimes refer to seven professions. Participants from chiropractic were involved in the workshop but not in the original survey, nor in the focus groups.
The lack of commonalities among the different HPs’ roles and responsibilities related to BF were perceived as important challenges to the enhancement of BF education. Such gaps can induce a confusing, and sometimes contradictory, discourse among the various HPs and contribute to a lack of continuity of care in the overall support provided to mothers and future mothers with regards to BF. The following participant refers to this challenge:

I think it’s important as professionals to give the same message because when [mothers] are in a moment of insecurity, it is all new ... and we hang on to information, either false or alarming or that will influence our perseverance. Then, if someone goes to see the pharmacist and he says: ‘Oh, you have cracked nipples, stop breastfeeding.’ Then, the midwife tells her: ‘Continue’, and the doctor says: ‘Well, it’s not that important, I was bottle-fed and look, I am a doctor…’ If the message is contradictory, when you are in a period of uncertainties, you will perhaps let it go just because you are not sure. So it’s just that...It goes with a little teaching, if we all give a common message. Participant n°10, educator

Practical training
The paucity of practical learning, compared to theoretical learning, was emphasized in all focus groups: students are seldom given the opportunity to practice their clinical skills related to BF. Participants felt this could be attributed to the paucity of tools for teaching practical elements, and to the lack of coherence between training environments and practice settings. To enhance practical learning on BF, participants mentioned several barriers deserving of attention: the large number of students to be trained, the small number of educators knowledgeable about BF, the low priority given to BF in various settings, and the lack of resources and of time. This is illustrated in the following quote:

But when it comes to practice ... I do private consultations, and when I had my first female patient... a consultation in regards with breastfeeding, I panicked. It took me a day to really prepare myself because of counselling ... yes, I know the science, but what do I do concretely? I do not know her level of education, or any of that. So really ... maybe, I don’t know ... an hour on..., something practical, how it happens in real life.” Participant n°23, graduate student

Course content

---

Table 1. Profile of participants in focus groups (FG) and strategic planning workshop (SPW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role in study activities</th>
<th>FG participants (n)</th>
<th>SPW participants (n)</th>
<th>Participants common to FG and SPW (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitators, note takers, volunteers*</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliation**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional regulatory body</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health organization</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil society</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate deans, program directors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professors, teachers, lecturers, practicum coordinators</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students, residents</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegates of professional regulatory bodies</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5***</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinicians, manager (health organization)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinicians, manager (civil society)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other – Administrative agent</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipline / Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiropractic</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwifery</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutrition</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other – Lactation (IBCLC)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other – Maternal &amp; newborn care</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These individuals are not included in the other section of the table (region, organization, function, discipline). All but one, were members of the Quebec Breastfeeding Movement.
**Some participants had multiple affiliations and functions, and/or had more than one professional credit. Their main affiliation, function, and discipline regarding the present project are presented in the table.
***This person, a member of the Quebec Breastfeeding Movement, acted as a participant in the focus group but as a volunteer during the strategic workshop.
****Two were staff of professional regulatory bodies whereas the other three were professors (n = 2) or associate dean (n = 1) in universities. The last three were double counted in the table.

Interprofessionalism

The lack of commonalities among the different HPs’ training programs regarding their BF content, as well as the lack of knowledge with regards to other HPs’ roles and responsibilities related to BF were perceived as important challenges to the enhancement of BF education. Such gaps can induce a confusing, and sometimes contradictory, discourse among the various HPs and contribute to a lack of continuity of care in the overall support provided to mothers and future mothers with regards to BF. The following participant refers to this challenge:

I think it’s important as professionals to give the same message because when [mothers] are in a moment of insecurity, it is all new ... and we hang on to information, either false or alarming or that will influence our perseverance. Then, if someone goes to see the pharmacist and he says: ‘Oh, you have cracked nipples, stop breastfeeding.’ Then, the midwife tells her: ‘Continue’, and the doctor says: ‘Well, it’s not that important, I was bottle-fed and look, I am a doctor…’ If the message is contradictory, when you are in a period of uncertainties, you will perhaps let it go just because you are not sure. So it’s just that...It goes with a little teaching, if we all give a common message. Participant n°10, educator

Practical training
The paucity of practical learning, compared to theoretical learning, was emphasized in all focus groups: students are seldom given the opportunity to practice their clinical skills related to BF. Participants felt this could be attributed to the paucity of tools for teaching practical elements, and to the lack of coherence between training environments and practice settings. To enhance practical learning on BF, participants mentioned several barriers deserving of attention: the large number of students to be trained, the small number of educators knowledgeable about BF, the low priority given to BF in various settings, and the lack of resources and of time. This is illustrated in the following quote:

But when it comes to practice ... I do private consultations, and when I had my first female patient... a consultation in regards with breastfeeding, I panicked. It took me a day to really prepare myself because of counselling ... yes, I know the science, but what do I do concretely? I do not know her level of education, or any of that. So really ... maybe, I don’t know ... an hour on..., something practical, how it happens in real life.” Participant n°23, graduate student

Course content

---

Table 1. Profile of participants in focus groups (FG) and strategic planning workshop (SPW)
The absence of specific standards or accreditation criteria for BF education of HPs in Canada was underlined:

We are very well supported on the diagnostic side, on the clinical side, but when we want to see what basic content we want to teach our medical students, we have far fewer guidelines from accreditation organizations. We could say that we have almost « carte blanche » on this side, so for the moment we are using what we already taught in the old program as a starting point for the basic content we are going to put into the new program. Participant n°5, educator

Each program seems to not only develop its own curriculum (number of hours, choice of courses, concepts, skill levels, evaluations), but it often does so with few, if any, educators trained in BF. Without guidance from accreditation organizations or regulatory bodies, HPs trained in different disciplines and/or institutions can thus end up with widely varying perceptions of what is adequate support for a woman who wishes to breastfeed. The large number of programs to be harmonized and the lack of flexibility within each program are among the barriers perceived to overcome this challenge.

Counselling

The BF knowledge students acquire during training is often insufficient to enable them to adequately counsel women and families. This participant illustrates the related difficulties encountered:

What we often forget is communication. How to communicate, that is really what breastfeeding (care) is about. [...] There is no communication training about how I will transmit information of public health or teach healthy lifestyle habits [...] How will I transfer the information? There is information about breastfeeding, but there are also knowledge, interpersonal skills and "know-how"... Participant n°19, lactation consultant

This challenge was sometimes linked to the insufficient practical learning mentioned above, such as the lack of exposure to real-life situations. In addition, key counselling situations for which HPs should be trained have not been defined. The lack of expertise of several educators related to BF counselling was also highlighted as a barrier to change.

Attitudes

Several participants recognized that, when accompanying mothers and expectant mothers, HPs are strongly influenced by all kinds of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, such as their own values, personal experiences, or social norms. A lack of understanding of the influence of attitudes on professional practice, and the difficulty in changing attitudes, which are often rooted in deep values, can make the task all the more complex. The emotional charge related to BF, a subject often perceived as sensitive and intimate, and the limited amount of time to deal with such an issue, further add to the complexity of this challenge.

Sometimes breastfeeding is complicated, and there are people who have tried and have not been able to do it as they would have liked, and that can influence them to be less supportive or in any case ... even if we do not say it, we think so strongly that the woman can feel that it is complicated and it is perhaps better (not to breastfeed) ... It means that there are ... times as a professional when you do not break away from your personal experiences. Participant n°11, clinician

Potential solutions for enhancing BF education

To address the various challenges and barriers identified, several potential solutions were proposed by the focus group participants and then validated during the workshop. New ones emerging from the discussions during the workshop were also added. Shown in Table 2, they provide a useful bank of ideas to guide actions. We classified the proposed potential solutions according to the 5 emerging themes presented above, although some of them could qualify regarding more than one theme.
Table 2. Potential solutions for enhancing BF education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Potential solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interprofessionalism</td>
<td>Insert a course on interprofessional collaboration and include a case study or a clinical vignette on BF. Integrate interprofessional simulations of BF situations. Promote and support the use of interprofessional education activities based on best practices (e.g., academic clinics or a simulation centre). Ensure the sharing of tools for greater standardization of education material (e.g., creation of a widely available BF support portal, video or course that can be shared among programs). Develop a communication tool on the roles of different HPs regarding BF. Promote and strengthen networking (e.g., health games, a form of interprofessional competition that allows networking in a friendly context).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical training</td>
<td>Determine the levels of practical/clinical expertise to be acquired in each specialty. Prioritize the students most involved with mothers (e.g., perinatal care, pediatrics, family medicine). Identify novel practicum locations and other learning sites e.g., BF clinics, community BF support organizations, birthing centres, clinics or centre for simulations in health linked to a university. Strengthen practice in clinical laboratories. Use a problem-based teaching approach. Encourage student-professional pairings and shadowing (e.g., between a student and a IBCLC certified lactation consultant for 1 or 2 days of practice). Train students to observe and analyze.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course content</td>
<td>Define minimum competencies that all future HPs should possess and minimum competencies specific to each profession. Identify key clinical situations and critical periods during which future HPs should all be able to accompany mothers and future mothers. Incorporate supportive training hours into key clinical situations by minimizing focus on other topics (e.g., less on promoting the benefits of BF and more on providing relevant support to women). Develop common pedagogical materials: creation or use of a training video that would be accessible online and open to all programs. Make better use of existing resources (e.g., create a directory). Design a microprogram to train current and future educators. Strengthen networking among educators who teach or are responsible for BF courses. Rely on positive models used in other provinces or countries, or in other areas of expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselling</td>
<td>Engage communication specialists and others e.g., educators, sociologists, social workers, psychologists, who can provide improved approaches (e.g., advance counselling, non-guilty approach, support relationship). Engage BF clinicians (e.g., IBCLC certified lactation consultants) not only to train students, but also to review curricula. Use the patient-as-partner* approach (e.g., integration of patients in student scenarios). Encourage the pairing between training programs and various community organizations (e.g., BF clinics, community BF support organizations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>Address the myths associated with BF. Use reflective practice in training and in practicum and help students to situate their role and personal biases towards BF. Consider the ethical obligations of each profession and make the links with BF practice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BF, breastfeeding; HPs, health professionals; IBCLC, International Board Certified Lactation Consultant.

*The patient-as-partner approach seeks to involve patients more actively in healthcare services.

Discussion

Understanding the challenges related to BF education and barriers to curricular change

The many challenges to enhance BF education and barriers to curricular change identified by focus group participants, and later validated in the strategic planning workshop, all attest to a certain awareness of the problems they pose for program planners and educators. Challenges and barriers were also strikingly similar in the different groups, though some important nuances were sometimes added. For example, while the importance of positive attitudes towards BF, and the considerable investment required to address these attitudes adequately, were clearly recognized in all groups, one participant further insisted on the need to respect a women’s choice (BF or not) and the need to make sure that no feelings of guilt were aroused by the delivery of HPs’ interventions. While for many, this type of concern would be a given, it is probably necessary to specify that it needs to be part of the curricular changes pursued. Educators need to be aware of their own, and often unconscious, attitudes regarding BF, which may impact the way they tackle BF education. In addition, the communication skills acquired for counselling in some programs of HPs may not be equal in all programs. For example, medicine has given much more attention to
communication in recent years with the use of the competency framework CanMEDS. Of note, no barrier emerged from the focus groups with regards to interprofessionalism. This may be because the participants had not been involved in the development of interdisciplinary training and thus did not envision some of the barriers that can arise. Given its increasingly recognized relevance for the training of most professionals, universities across Canada have been encouraged to develop this area in the past years. Thus, most students now need to take interprofessional collaboration courses during their studies. Such focus may also explain why it emerged as an important theme in the discussions. In this context, an opportunity presents itself to: (i) include BF content into interprofessional courses, which would directly contribute to harmonizing BF care and practices among various HPs; (ii) pay attention to the distinct and common roles of each profession for BF care; and (iii) raise awareness on the role of BF-related community organizations. Several suggestions to do so were made by participants, and many were in line with other experiences in interprofessional education.

For optimal BF education, course content should be based on the latest scientific evidence and on practical knowledge; it should thus evolve over time. Currently, the very limited number of faculty knowledgeable in the area of BF and the frequent use of outdated materials complicate the development of appropriate and relevant course content. In the future, HPs need to acquire a common understanding of the evidence base for BF and to understand BF as a biopsychosocial process that is dynamic, relational and that changes over time, so as to provide mothers with relevant and non-contradictory support. They should also know how to discuss a mother’s decision for infant feeding, or how to adequately evaluate BF or infant feeding. At the time of the study, though several recommendations existed, there was no agreed core content or competency framework for HPs. However, in 2020, the World Health Organizations (WHO) and UNICEF published a Competency Verification Toolkit to help ensure that health care providers possess BF competencies (available in English and French): this toolkit is helping move from a paradigm based on the number of training hours in BF to one of BF competency verification. It is likely to become the gold standard in BF education.

Regulatory bodies or other accreditation institutions could play an important role to ensure core BF competencies are inserted into the curriculum of health professions, using the newest resources in this area. In addition to the aforementioned WHO/UNICEF Competency Verification Toolkit, in 2021, the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services published online a revised national training on BF that takes about seven hours to complete. This training could be seen as a starting point in Quebec to help health care providers to acquire several BF competencies. The use of such resources is expected to facilitate the creation of harmonized and optimal course content for future HPs regarding BF, so that adequate support can be provided for all mothers and future mothers, and this, regardless of whether they breastfeed or not. Another powerful motor of change could be for regulatory bodies to include the content of the toolkit (primarily BF competencies) among their conditions to access the right to practice. Currently no regulatory body or accreditation institution in Quebec includes such criteria though, since September 2012, Accreditation Canada’s criteria for hospitals include many elements of the BF.

While the barriers to changes needed in curricula may appear difficult to overcome, they are not insurmountable. Starting with small incremental changes in curricula rather than aiming initially for total transformation may be more feasible. For example, several hours now dedicated to promoting the best-known benefits of BF could instead be used to examine processes associated with successful BF and with resolving BF difficulties. Acquiring some competencies in relation to BF can also be achieved by inserting appropriate notions in general theoretical courses such as physiology or pharmacology and not only in those related to perinatal care or pediatrics. Such approaches would limit the impact on the number of hours required, while allowing the different stakeholders to gradually engage to work on a comprehensive process. However, and as suggested by Lawrence and Lawrence, the BF content of training should be part of the total curriculum, as opposed to something a student can elect to do in their last year of training when most assignments are elective. BF education also needs to reach a balance between theoretical learning and practical learning in real life situations.

An emerging framework for transforming health professions education

Although participants were asked to discuss the main challenges around BF education and barriers to changes in curricula, they frequently raised issues encountered in clinical practice. This urged us to further consider the
challenges experienced by the workforce and their perceived relationship to the training programs. We revisited the challenges and barriers and reclassified them. Strikingly, while doing a summary table of the findings, interlinked categories emerged as all challenges fit into three broad categories: health system, education system, and curricular change process (see Table 3). It shows that the challenges of the workforce who are in the health system can be linked to features of the education system, while related barriers linked to the curricular change process need to be considered in order to effect change.

Table 3. Challenges related to BF education and barriers to curricular change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Challenges of the workforce (Health system)</th>
<th>Challenges around BF education (Education system)</th>
<th>Barriers to changes needed in curricula (Curricular change process)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interprofessional</td>
<td>New HPs lack knowledge of roles and responsibilities of other professionals related to BF</td>
<td>Lack of consultation among the different programs training HPs regarding their BF content</td>
<td>None mentioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical training</td>
<td>New HPs did not acquire sufficient skills for relevant BF support (e.g., assess initial latch and sucking behaviour, identify engorgement, cracking, thrush...)</td>
<td>Lack of opportunity for students to practice their clinical skills for BF support</td>
<td>Lack of priority given to BF in the various programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of tools for teaching practical elements</td>
<td>Limited number of sites and short duration of practicum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of connection between training environments and practice settings</td>
<td>Lack of adequately trained teachers for BF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Large number of students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Program rigidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Small number of IBCLC certified lactation consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course content</td>
<td>New HPs have acquired concepts that differ from one program to another and from one training institution to another</td>
<td>Freedom for content and lack of clarity in objectives to achieve appear to limit program development</td>
<td>Absence of specific standards or accreditation criteria for BF education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Several books and reference tools used are outdated as to BF data and recommendations</td>
<td>Large number of programs to be harmonized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BF courses are allocated without consideration for the professors/educators' expertise</td>
<td>Some rigidity within programs (e.g., difficult processes for changing course outline, delays)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limited number of hours available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fixed number of credits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselling</td>
<td>New HPs did not acquire sufficient BF knowledge to adequately counsel women and families</td>
<td>Lack of exposure to real life situations Key counselling situations for which HPs should be trained, have not been defined</td>
<td>Lack of available training hours to incorporate scenarios with real life situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of expertise of teachers with BF counselling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>HPs' behaviours are strongly influenced by several intrinsic and extrinsic factors related to their own values, personal experiences, or social norms</td>
<td>Lack of understanding of the important influence of attitudes on professional practice</td>
<td>Limited amount of time and expertise to tackle this topic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BF, breastfeeding; HPs, health professionals; IBCLC, International Board Certified Lactation Consultant

To make greater sense of our findings, we then examined frameworks related to the education system for health professions that went beyond the curricular change process. This led us to create Figure 1, which takes a systems perspective that draws attention to the various systems, parts, and steps relevant to the curricular change process; it illustrates the important links between the health system, the education system, and the curricular change process. All of those elements need to be considered to achieve the greatest changes in BF education.
The left-hand part of Figure 1 is based on a Lancet report on the work of 20 commissioners around the globe who came together to develop a shared vision and a common strategy to transform the education of HPs for the 21st century.\textsuperscript{49} Their work presented an integrative framework that explicitly emphasizes the importance of connections and interactions between the health system and the education system to ensure a well-prepared workforce that influences health outcomes. It considers people as the co-producers and drivers of needs and demands in both systems. In Figure 1, the population appears to be the starting point to ensure that the two systems (health and education) consider, and respond to, the needs of the population.

The results of a 2014 study illustrate the needs of Quebec mothers regarding BF: (i) for primiparous mothers, more than half (53\%) believe that the HPs who followed their pregnancy did not prepare them enough to face the possible challenges with BF and 60\% experienced major difficulties; (ii) only 59\% considered that the information provided on BF by the various HPs they met at the birth site was uniform; (iii) according to 31\% of the women, the HPs who followed their pregnancy never talked about BF, or only did so during one visit (30\%).\textsuperscript{51} These findings further support the need to increase BF education for HPs, especially those in contact with mothers at the birth site and during the first few weeks after birth, while BF is being established. These are good examples of the population’s needs for adequate care and of the need for linkages with the workforce (health system).

Regarding the health system, the second column of Table 3 shows the challenges for the workforce and refers to the manifestations of their competencies (or lack) regarding BF. While in-service training can address challenges in that system, such training is costly, always needs to be renewed, and does not always reach everyone who needs it. It appears more effective to target the initial training of HPs so as to address the problem at its source. A large number of potential solutions were proposed in this study and most are geared towards the education system.

Triggering a change process to transform the education of HPs on BF also requires understanding the curricular change process. To that end, the right-hand part of Figure 1 shows the various stages of the curricular change process described by Bland et al.\textsuperscript{30}: planning, initiation, implementation and institutionalization. This sequential model can be insightful for those who are working (or intend to work) for curricular change. To illustrate each phase in a more concrete manner, we added within the cycle, the ones proposed by Loeser et al.,\textsuperscript{50} as they appear to provide high-level guidance to potential change agents.

The strong connection between the two systems (health and education) is not only relevant for BF education, but for many other topics. This has significant implications for how curricula are developed or enhanced over time. The fact that many educators continue to have a clinical...
practice helps to link those two systems, but it is not a sufficient bridge. There is a need for change agents who can facilitate various processes, share knowledge regarding specific issues, and even act as boundary spanners to connect individuals from different disciplines and from the two systems who do not normally interact.\textsuperscript{52,53} A community of practice led by a knowledge broker\textsuperscript{54} around a specific thematic content may help to go beyond disciplines and to cross the boundaries of the systems.

**Strengths and limitations**

There are several strengths to this study. First, the focus groups took place in four universities in different regions of two provinces in Canada, representing various educational contexts. Second, most studies in health are limited to curricular change in medical programs and we have taken a more comprehensive view by including seven health professions. Third, the findings from the focus groups were validated with a group of people who represent the most involved with the issue (educators, program directors and a few students), but also representatives of the health system. Fourth, those same people proposed solutions for their own contexts, making them most likely realistic and applicable. Finally, this study has been comprehensive by reinterpreting the findings in light of the broader literature and by considering the health system, the education system and the curricular change process. The systems perspective developed and presented in Figure 1 is by itself an important contribution to broaden the understanding of related issues.

The limitations of this study include a potential selection bias when recruiting participants to the focus groups, as the people more interested in, or more concerned with BF education, were more likely to have participated in the study than those who are not. Barriers in real life may therefore be more important than those observed here, though they are not likely to be different. However, given that our goal was to engage participants in a change process related to the broader initiative, interested participants and champions were targeted, so that they could become vectors of change in their programs. While most participants were women, the few men who participated did not seem to react differently, though this may require some attention. Most of the identified challenges are similar to those described in curricular change attempts for issues other than BF.\textsuperscript{30,55–58} However, most of the curricular change experiences documented to date relate to the medical school setting, and we could find little, if any, documentation about the curricular change process for other health professions. Although the main topic of the study was BF education, many findings appear transferable to other training contexts, especially the emerging framework for transforming health professions education.

Finally, the strengths of our broader initiative (see Box 1) include: (i) building on several related efforts carried out over past years; (ii) consolidating partnerships developed with stakeholders from various academic institutions; and (iii) building on a shared desire to move towards concrete changes in seven health professions. As a direct outcome of the strategic planning workshop, 17 participants volunteered to form a strategic group to gradually take over the mandate of the Committee on Training. This group represents seven professions, nine academic institutions and two professional regulatory bodies. Members have since met on a regular basis to advance on some of the challenges identified and to move along the subsequent phases of the curricular change process.

**Conclusion**

In this study, we identified and linked challenges experienced by the workforce, challenges around BF education, and barriers to changes in curricula. Those need to be addressed in order to improve the training of HPs, so as to provide relevant support for future mothers, mothers and their families. These challenges and barriers largely revolve around five themes: interprofessionalism, practical training, course content, counselling and attitudes. Several solutions were also proposed and validated. A strategic group of stakeholders has emerged from the broader initiative to undertake this endeavour and continue to be in action. Overall, this study also illustrates the curricular change process that appears required for certain health issues to be better addressed in the education of HPs to ensure the needs of the population are met.
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Appendix A: Interview guide for focus groups with professors and individuals responsible for breastfeeding training

This interview guide will be used to guide the interviews with professors and individuals responsible for breastfeeding training representing six health care professions targeted for this research project. Some questions may be more relevant to some professionals than others.

Date: ____________________________
Sex:   F   M
Profession: ____________________________
Number of years of experience working in this profession: _______________
Number of years of experience related to breastfeeding training: _______________

1. Based on your perception of the training currently offered to students in terms of breastfeeding in your program, what would you like to change to offer an improved support to mothers wanting to breastfeed?

2. To your knowledge, what would be the barriers/obstacles to modifying this training?

3. Mothers often complain about conflicting messages received by different professionals. To solve this issue, many people wish that the breastfeeding training be better harmonized among different health care professionals. In your opinion, which are the barriers/obstacles to harmonizing this training?

4. Currently, what worries you the most regarding a greater harmonization of trainings? Other preoccupations? (not necessarily related to the harmonization, but to enhancing breastfeeding competencies? Or related with the process of change?)

5. Currently, what worries you the most regarding changes to your own program?

6. According to you, which factors could facilitate a transition towards more solid breastfeeding training in health care training programs? What kind of potential solutions do you envision?

7. Are there key people in your departments who should participate to the process of change/enhancement? Who are they?

Thank you for your participation.